Radiation Scientists

The Kansas Department of Health and Environment (KDHE) in Topeka Kansas is home to the Kansas Radiation Control Program. Radiation scientists from KDHE perform a variety of functions across the state of Kansas.

Population Monitoring

After a radiation incident, a population monitoring center is a place that concerned citizens could go to check for contamination and be provided with wash facilities to remove contamination. The Kansas Radiation Control Program has developed guidance for establishing a Community Reception Center for population monitoring.

Radiation Response Volunteer Corps

The Kansas Radiation Control Program received a grant to work with radiation professionals throughout the state to train and recruit them to serve as volunteers in a Community Reception Center. Radiation volunteers are now registered as part of the Kansas Radiation Response Volunteer Corps.

Resources

For information and resources for your community to use in planning for a radiation incident, visit our website at http://www.kdheks.gov/radiation/rrvc.htm or by email at rrvc@kdheks.gov.